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0. Introduction 
Ringc (1992) seeks to design a "completely objective criterion of proof' (p. 80) for 
eliminating the "factor of chance" in invesqgating possible genetic relationships between 
languages. The method is presented as a necessary starting point in language 
comparison: "It is urgently necessary to subject all controversial 'demonstrations' of 
language relationship to investigation by the probabilistic method , so as to prove the 
truth of those claims or show that they are beyond objective proof." (p. 81) Ringe clearly 
states that it is only worthwhile to apply the traditional comparative method if the 
probabilistic method yields a positive result. Of a comparison of English and Latin, 
Ringe states: 
[t]o be sure, the probabilistic method does demonstrate that English and Latin are 
related, and such a demonstration is necessary before we can embark on further 
meaningful comparative work. (emphasis added) (p. 47) 
A negative result, by contrast, signals that any relationship between two languages is not 
demonstrable and that therefore no further comparison should be attempted. Ringe is 
motivated by the claims of Nostraticists and Proto-World linguists who argue for the 
provability of long-distance relationships among language families or indeed among all 
spoken human languages. These linguists challenge the view of traditionalists who argue 
• This paper is the result of combining and refining two individually written manuscripts on this topic. We 
wish to thank Brian Joseph for inviting us to contribute to this volume, which is what prompted us to pool 
our previous work. We also thank Keith Johnson for useful discussion of statistical issues. Any errors arc, 
of course, our own. 
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that even if all (spoken) human languages do share a common ancestor, such far-flung 
relationships cannot be proven because evidence of relatedness has been obliterated by 
time. Ringe' s stated goal is "to provide an objective test of the validity of such 
challenges" (p, 1 ). He argues that proponents of the provability of long-distance 
relationships have failed to adequately discount the possibility that sound 
correspondences used as evidence for a genetic relationship are actually chance 
resemblances. 
In this paper, we summarize several of the language comparisons that have been 
conducted using Ringe's method, including the comparisons in Ringe's original paper, 
those reported in Baxter and Manaster Ramer's (1996) review article, and a number of 
comparisons that we have done ourselves. We make two p1imary criticisms of the Ringe 
method. First, the method yields results whose interpretation is not clear. Second and 
more importantly, the distance of relationship between two languages has little bearing 
on the strength of the result returned by Ringe's test 
1 Outline of the method 
1.1 Compilation of a Swadesh list 
Ringe compares the phonological similarity of words from two languages that share a 
common meaning. In designing a list of words, one must eliminate words whose 
phonological shape is non-arbitrary - nursery words and onomatopoetic words. Words 
that are not inherited but borrowed from another language are also excluded, Ringe 
stresses the importance of not admitting words of related but non-identical meanings into 
a comparison (contra the practices of Nostraticists and Proto-World linguists). To reduce 
the possibility of including borrowings, Ringe uses Swadesh lists 1 of 100 and 200 basic 
meanings, reasoning that this basic vocabulary is less likely to be borrowed. 
1.2 Applying the method 
Use Swadesh lists for two languages to conduct pairwise comparisons of corresponding 
forms (i.e., words sharing the same meaning) in two languages. This process is 
illustrated below with a comparison of English and Hawaiian. 
Step 1: Choose a word position to examine. We examine here segments occurring in 
word-initial position. 
Step 2: For each language, calculate the probability that a word from the Swadesh list 
(not from a larger sample of the language's vocabulary) will have a given segment in that 
position, The English Swadesh list (see Appendix) has 17 possible initial consonants 
(counting 0 as a consonant for vowel-initial words). For each of the 17 consonants, the 
number of times that consonant appears in word-initial position must be tabulated. For 
example, the phoneme /h/ appears in initial position 8 times in the English Swadesh list. 
To obtain the probability of initial /h/, 8 is divided by the number of words in the list, in 
1 A list of core vocabulary presumed to be resistant to borrowing, named for Morris Swadesh, 
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this case 100. The resulting number, here 0.08 or 8%, is the probability that the given 
consonant will appear by chance in the chosen position. 
Step 3: Calculate the probability of all possible correspondences between phonemes in 
the two languages in the chosen position. Since the English list has 17 possible initial 
consonants and the Hawaiian list has 9, the probabilites for the 153 (i.e., 17 x 9) 
correspondences have been calculated, and are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1: Expected number of matches for English-Hawaiian initial phonemes 
Haw 
p k m n h w 1 ? 0 
Eng 0 .64 .64 1.04 .4 .64 .48 .88 1.92 1.2 
b .8 .8 1.3 .5 .8 .6 l.l 2.4 1.5 
d .24 .24 .39 .15 .24 .18 .33 .72 .45 
f .64 .64 1.04 .4 .64 .48 .88 1.92 1.2 
g .24 .24 .39 .15 .24 .18 .33 .72 .45 
h .64 .64 1.04 .4 .64 .48 .88 1.92 1.2 
k .4 .4 .65 .25 .4 .3 .55 1.2 .75 
1 .4 .4 .65 .25 .4 .3 .55 1.2 .75 
m .4 .4 .65 .25 .4 .3 .55 1.2 .75 
n .64 .64 1.04 .4 .64 .48 .88 1.92 1.2 
p .08 .08 .13 .05 .08 .06 .11 .24 .15 
r .48 .48 .78 .3 .48 .36 .66 1.44 .9 
s 1.12 1.12 1.82 .7 1.12 .84 1.54 3.36 2.1 
8 .64 .64 1.04 .4 .64 .48 .88 1.92 1.2 
0 .16 .16 .26 .1 .16 .12 .22 .48 .3 
w .56 .56 .91 .35 .56 .42 .77 1.68 1.05 
y .64 .64 1.04 .4 .64 .48 .88 1.92 1.2 
Selecting one example out of these 153, consider the probability for a 
correspondence between English initial /hi and Hawaiian initial /1/. The probability for 
initial /hi in English is 0.08; the probability for initial /1/ in Hawaiian is 0.11. The 
probability that for a given meaning the English word will have initial /hi and the 
Hawaiian word will have initial /1/ is the product of these two probabilities (0.08 x 0.11 = 
0.0088) or 0.88%. To obtain the number of expected matchings, this probability is 
multiplied by the number of words on the list. Our list has 100 words, so about one 
match is to be expected by chance alone (0.0088 x 100 = 0.88). 
Step 4: Count the actual number of correspondences for every combination of phonemes. 
Results arc shown in Table 2 (boldfaced and underlined entries will be discussed shortly). 
As it happens, there arc three instances of English initial /hi corresponding to Hawaiian 
initial /1/: hair [of head]/lauoho, hand/lima, hear/Johe. 
Table 2: Actual number of matches for English-Hawaiian initial phonemes. 
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Haw 
p k Ill n h w I ? 0 
Eng 0 1 0 l 0 1 0 2 1 8 
b 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 4 2 
d 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 
f 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 
g 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
h 2 1 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 
k 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 
I 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 
Ill 0 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 
n 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 3 2 
p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
r 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
s 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 5 3 
T 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 1 
D 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
w 0 1 1 0 1 2 0 1 1 
y 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Step 5: For each phoneme correspondence, check using the binomial distribution to see 
whether the observed number of matches could be expected to occur by chance. Ringe 
includes only matches whose number of occurrences is in the 99th percentile. That is, if 
there is less than a one in 100 chance that the observed number of correspondences could 
occur by chance (p < 0.01), the match is included. Binomial distributions can be 
calculated using published charts or statistical software packages. Ringe gives a number 
of binomial distribution charts. A sample of binomial distribution charts (from Ringe) is 
given in Table 3. 
Table 3: Sample binomial distribution chart 
p <0.0088 
Number of matches ( out of 100 word pairs) percentile 
5 0.99972680 
4 0.99801103 
3 0.98794550 
2 0.94119314 
1 0.77998859 
For example, the probability of there being a match between English /hi and 
Hawaiian /1/ by chance is 0.0088. The actual number of matches is 3. The chart shows 
that there is therefore a 99% chance (0.98794550, rounded to two significant digits) that 
these three matches did not occur by chance alone. This set of matches meets Ringe' s 
standard. 
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Step 6: Count the number of matchings that meet the 99th percentile criterion. For 
convenience; we will follow Baxter and Manaster Ramer (1996) in referring to this 
number as M. In addition to the /h/:/1/ matches in the English/Hawaiian comparison, 
there are 8 other matches that meet the 99th percentile criterion: /r/:/p/, /o/:/k/, /d/:/m/, 
/b/:/n/, /h/:/w/, /w/:/w/. /0/:/0/, /p/:/0/. These are.indicated in Table 2 above, underlined 
and in boldface type. 
Step 7: Repeat Steps 1 - 6 using a different word position. Ringe does not specify a 
minimum number of positions to examine before drawing a conclusion. 
Step 8: Draw a conclusion based on the results. 
Evaluation of the method 
2,1 How "high" numbers are interpreted 
Using this simple procedure, we compute one number for each word position in each 
two-language comparison. Ringe, however, gives us no real criteria for interpreting these 
numbers, and does not indicate how many word positions must be examined before a 
conclusion is drawn. We therefore closely examine the conclusions Ringe draws from 
his own comparisons. 
Ringe starts with a comparison of two closely related languages, Standard 
American English and Standard High German. The results of a comparison of a single 
word position are enough to convince him the two are related: " ... there are sixteen 
[initial position matches that meet the 99th percentile criterion]. That alone would be 
enough to demonstrate beyond a reasonable doubt that English and German are related 
languages." (p.23) Although he draws the conclusion that the two languages are related 
from the comparison of a single word position, Ringe does go on to apply the method to 
several other word positions, noting that the results provide overwhelming support for his 
initial conclusion. "The probabilistic method of investigation employed here clearly 
provides massive evidence of the close relationship between English and German."(p. 
35). 
In a comparison of English and Latin, languages whose relationship is more 
distant, but also well documented, Ringe finds seven word-initial consonant matches that 
meet the 99th percentile criterion. He remarks "[t]hat is far fewer than in the case of 
English and German, and it shows that English and Latin are not nearly so closely 
related." (p.42) The interpretation of this statement is not clear. Ringe may mean that 
the finding of seven word-initial consonant matches indicates that English and Latin are 
definitely related or he may mean that if English and Latin are related, they must be less 
closely related than English and German. He also examines matchings between second­
position consonants, concluding "[t]he numbers found look absolutely random, except for 
[one matching]." A comparison of first-syllable vowels finds no matches meeting. the 
99% percentile. A comparison of consonants immediately following first-syllable vowels 
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finds two matches meeting the 99% percentile, English /r/: Latin /r/ (six word pairs) and 
English /ti: Latin Id/ (six word pairs). Ringe notes that "the lexical correlation of 
matchings is not impressive" since only seven word pairs have significant matches for 
more than one word position. He nevertheless concludes "[t]o be sure, the probabilistic 
method does demonstrate that English and Latin are related, and such a demonstration is 
necessary before we can embark on further meaningful comparative work." (p. 47) He 
notes that while the mathematical method finds the English:Latin matching t:d to be 
significant only for the position immediately after the first vowel, the comparative 
method reveals that correspondence exists word-intially (as in two: duo) and 
postconsonantally (as in heart: cord-). Ringe seems to offer this as an example of how 
the probabilistic method offers a starting point to the comparative method, stating "this 
case, then, also demonstrates that the probabilistic and-comparative methods complement 
each other, each contributing something of value" (p. 47). 
To summarize, Ringe's treats the discovery of sixteen matches reaching the 99th 
percentile criterion in a one-position comparison of English:German as evidence "beyond 
a reasonable doubt" that the two languages are related. Although the probabilistic 
method finds for the English and Latin comparison only seven matches reaching the 99th 
percentile criterion for one position and two .matches reaching the criterion for another 
position (with only nine word pairs with two matchings reaching the 99th percentile), 
Ringe concludes that the method proves that the two languages are related. If a 
comparison of two other languages yields similar results, we should therefore be able to 
conclude that those two languages are related. 
We do in fact find results that may be comparable to those found in the 
English:Latin comparison. Recall that a comparison of English and Hawaiian, two 
languages generally believed not to be related, yielded nine word-initial matches reaching 
the 99th percentile criterion: /0/:/0/ (eight word pairs); /h/:/1/ (three word pairs); /r/:/p/, 
//',/:/kl, /d/:/m/, /b/:/n/, /h/:/w/, /w/:/w/ (two word pairs each), and /p/:/0/ (one word pair). 
The number of matches is eight if we follow Ringe in excluding the /p/:/0/ match since it 
occurs in only one word pair. In another comparison of two languages not known to be 
related, Ringe examined English and Navajo initial consonants, vowels, and non-initial 
consonants, finding no matchings and concluding: "[t]hus the probabilistic method 
asserts unequivocally that English and Navajo are not demonstrably related. The 
comparative method concurs" (p. 54). In fact, our own computations show that there are 
9 English: Navajo word-initial matches that meet Ringe's criteria (in the 99th percentile, 
match is found in more than a single word pair). These matches are /t/:/c/, /h/:/d/ (three 
word pairs each); /d/:/c/, /0/:/t/, /f/:/t'/, /k/:/k' /, /b/:/b/, /0/:/y/, /s/:/s/ (two word pairs 
each). When we consider first syllable vowels, we find 4 matches meeting Ringe' s 
criteria, namely /e/:/i/, 1-J/:/a/, /:1/:/aa/, /u/:/oo/. There are also 17 other matches which 
meet the 99th percentile criterion, but are found only in single word pairs ("single 
matches") and so would be discarded by Ringe. A comparison of consonants occurring 
immediately after the first vocalic nucleus yielded one match (/n/:/t/) which meets 
Ringe's criterion. In addition there are 15 single matchings which meet the 99th 
percentile criterion. If we exclude single matches, there is no English:Navajo word pair 
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which contains criteria-reaching matches in more than one word position. The results of 
the English:Navajo comparison seem similar to those of the English:Latin comparison. 
word-initial 
consonant 
vowel of first 
syllable (Vl} 
consonant 
following V 1 
word pairs with 
>1 significant 
match 
Emtlish/Latin 7 0 2 7 
English/Navajo 9 4 1 0 
What conclusion are we to draw from these results? Ringe's interpretation of the 
English:Latin comparison suggests that we might conclude from the results of these two 
comparisons that English and Hawaiian are related and that English and Navajo are 
related, and that it is therefore worthwhile to apply the comparative method to-explore the 
details of their relationship. 
2.2 How "low" numbers are interpreted 
Even if the method sometimes yields "high" numbers which cannot be reliably 
interpreted as proof of a language relationship, it might be worthwhile to apply the 
method if it consistently yielded "low" numbers only in comparisons of two unrelated 
languages. Unfortunately, as Baxter and Manaster Ramer point out, comparisons of 
demonstrably related languages sometimes yield numbers between zero and two. 
Comparisons of two languages not known to be related do often yield lower 
numbers than do comparisons between two languages whose relationship is well­
established. Ringe compares English and Turkish, two languages not generally believed 
to be related. He finds two initial consonant matchings (English /b/: Turkish /kl and 
English /j/: Turkish /sf) that meet the 99% percentile.2 He examines the eight word pairs 
involved in these matchings, using what we know about the history of the two languages, 
and concludes that there is no historical relationship between the pairs of words. That 
result, combined with the absence of matchings in comparisons of first syllable vowels 
and consonants immediately following the first syllable vowel, leads Ringe to conclude 
that English and Turkish are not demonstrably related. Remarking on the fact that two, 
rather than zero, word-initial matches reaching the 99th percentile criterion were found, 
Ringe writes " ... two numbers of matchings in the 99th percentile of their expected ranges 
will not be remarkably high. It follows that two 99th-percentile numbers of matchings for 
a single phonotactic position in a single list-comparison must not be taken as evidence for 
linguistic relationship without further investigation. Random chance does not present us 
with such cases very often, but it does so occasionally" (p. 51, emphasis in the original}. 
Ringe seems to be cautioning us that we do not necessarily need to obtain a result of zero 
for every comparison in order to conclude that two languages are not demonstrably 
related. Indeed, Baxter and Manaster Ramer's (1996) comparison of word-initial 
2 In fact, according to our calculations, there are two other matches, English /s/: Turkish /k/ and E~glish /ti: 
Turkish /d/, that meet the 99th percentile criterion when rounded to two significant digits. These two 
matches bring the total number of word-initial consonant matches to four. It is unclear how this number 
would be interpreted. 
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consonant matches in a Dutch and Hebrew, two languages not generally believed to be 
demonstrably related,: yielded a result of two. 
The same low numbers are found, however, in comparisons of languages known 
to be demonstrably related. Baxter and Manaster Ramer (1996) found no matches 
meeting the 99% percentile criterion in their comparison of initial consonants in Modem 
Hebrew and Hausa, two Afro-Asiatic languages, and only one such match in a 
comparison of Albanian and Welsh, two Indo-European languages. Baxter and Manaster 
Ramer observe that "[s]uch a situation illustrates the crucial mathematical problem with 
Ringe's method: though he wishes to use the statistic M to determine whether observed 
similarities are significantly greater than expected by chance, he does not give any 
method of determining how likely a particular value of Mis to occur by chance, either in 
general or in any specific comparison. Without this information, there can be no test of 
the significance of any particular result..." (p. 377). 
3 Conclusion 
The following flowchart illustrates, to the best of our understanding, Ringe's proposal for 
the interaction of the comparative method and his probabilistic method. The method is 
presented as a litmus test - if the method yields a positive result, investigation by the 
comparative method is warranted; if the method yields a negative result, the conclusion is 
drawn that two languages being compared are not demonstrably related and the 
investigation stops before the comparative method is applied. 
Our criticisms begin at the decision diamond, with the question, "Are any matches 
meeting the 99th percentile criterion great enough to warrant followup investigation by 
the traditional comparative method?" It is unclear what it means to answer 'yes' to this 
question. How many matches are enough? How many word positions must be 
examined? The finding of 16 matches for word-initial consonants led Ringe to conclude 
that English and German are related "beyond a reasonable doubt" (p. 23). For the 
English:Latin comparison, however, it took 7 word-initial matches and three additional 
matches at other positions to determine that the two languages were related. If the 
mathematical method does not clearly indicate whether we can draw similar conclusions 
of relatedness in comparisons like English:Hawaiian and English:N avajo, then what is its 
value? 
According to Ringe, if we decide that a mathematical comparison of two 
languages has been successful and choose "yes" at this point in the chart, we can claim to 
have proved a relationship and should follow up with the comparative method to learn 
more details of the relationship. If we decide that the comparison has failed and choose 
"no" at this point in the chart, we conclude that the two languages are unrelated and end 
the investigation, thus saving valuable time which might otherwise have been spent on 
exploring dead ends. After all, if the comparative method is to be invoked whether the 
answer is yes or no, Ringe's method would offer little if any benefit. We have seen, 
however, in Baxter and Manaster Ramer's Hebrew:Hausa and Albanian:Welsh 
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Start 
Do not compare using 
traditional comparative 
method. 
Conclude: the two 
languages are not 
demonstrably related. 
Compare two languages 
via Ringe's method, 
Are any ~·s great 
enough to warrant 
followup investigation 
by traditional 
comparative method? 
End 
Conclude: the two 
languages are related, 
Compare using 
traditional comparative 
method, 
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comparisons, instances where two languages which are demonstrably related by the 
comparative method yield low numbers when submitted to Ringe's mathematical 
method. 
In addition, the mathematical method does not always yield the neat continuum 
with high scores for most closely related languages, medium scores for more distantly 
related languages, and low scores for unrelated languages that Ringe found in his 
German:English, Latin: English, and Navajo:English/Turkish:English comparisons. This 
pattern failed to hold in our comparison of word-intial matches between Ojibwa and its 
close relative Cree (7 matches: n:n, g:kfkh, m:m/mh, w:w, z:w, b:ph, d:tfth), Ojibwa and 
the more distant Arapaho (5 matches: n:n, m:b, b:c, d:t, s:s), and Ojibwa and the quite 
distant Yurok (9 matches: g:k, w:t, k:w, z:t, 0:w, m:r, d:s, k:m). 
While a simple mathematical model to determine the likelihood of genetic 
relationships among languages would be a powerful tool, Ringe (1992) does not supply 
us with such a tool. If both demonstrably related pairs of languages and languages whose 
relationship to each other is not known receive low values, then it is clear that a low value 
indicates nothing about the relatedness of two languages. As Baxter and Ramer note, 
particularly high values may indeed indicate that two languages are closely related. This 
may not be particularly helpful though, since it may be also be the case that the 
relationship between two languages whose comparison yields a "high" value (such as 
English and German) is likely to already be known. Comparison of two languages which 
have, at best, a very distant relationship, are likely to produce low values from which no 
reliable conclusions can be made. 
Ringe recognizes the importance of the rigorous application of the comparative 
method, and offers his probabilistic method as a complement to the comparative method. 
He asserts that the application of the probabilistic method can, indeed must, be used as a 
first step to determine whether an investigation using the comparative method is merited, 
stating "(a] probabilistic demonstration of language relationship (either by adherence to 
traditional guidelines or by explicit calculation) is always necessary, but the comparative 
method enables us to arrive at trustworthy results that do not proceed directly from 
probabilistic work" (emphasis added, p. 40). Since the results ofRinge's methods are not 
consistently interpretable at best and misleading at worst (in the case of the "discovery" 
of a non-relationship between Albanian and Welsh, for example) we must, however, 
reject the validity ofRinge's method, even as a first step. 
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,i,pen 1x: wa es 1stsA d' s d h I' 
En2lish Hawaiian Ojibwa Cree Arapaho Yurok 
I all (pl) apau gkma kh;ikiy­ he:yow cu 
2 ashes lehu bqw1 phrku­ ce?i0e: POntet 
3 bark ?iii n;iqek W;)y;)kesko no o:x •fkWeC 
4 belly ?ooouu mas;id matay not -vah 
big nui oc1 m1sllat­ be oelov­
6 bird manu bnesi piyes1w ni:?ehi c'uc'is 
7 bite nahu dkU1]£d makhwa­ to:yo­ ceykum 
8 black ?ele?ele mk;ide kaskn­ wo:?te: lo?ogey­
9 blood koko mskw1 mhiko be? pekoyek 
bone iwi kane osbn hix wr½lq? 
11 breast(s) uu dodos to'tos een newon 
12 burn rintrl ?aa zladeg p;JSI­ nono:te:? lo?op 
13 claw miki?ao skaz skasi ?ox weiketeo 
14 cloud ao ankud wasko hl:no:no?et leptenok 
cold anu dkaba th;ikis­ to:yo: sa:won 
16 come hele mai b1yad Hot­ heic­ nes­
17 die make lao nbud mp­ ce:to?o­ kmoyl­
18 dog ? rum ;)tiffi hee cisah 
19 drink inu mrukwed mm'ikwewm be:ne­ rekwoh 
dr, malo?o bati:q phako­ hen11xo1 ce?loy­
21 ear pepeiao taw;iq towaki notono cpega?r 
22 earth lepo 'fasta as1ski b1:to?owu? ikel 
23 eat ?ai wisrud micI­ bi0ih­ nep­
24 egg hua wawan wawi no:n wryl 
eye maka skiz1g kis1k si:se? -!in 
26 fat rnnl momona winan p1mi ni:nen pemey 
27 feather hulu migu opiway bi:i rego? 
28 fire ahi skude 1skut­ s'ite: mec 
29 fish i?a qiqo kmuseo ncb ' nepe?wis 
flesh ?i?o wiyas wiyas 8ebex tewon 
31 fly fvbl lele bm1bdeq p1miy­ ceb1h?ohu­ Ja.:yol 
32 foot waawae z1d Sit ?o:8 ckah 
33 full piha moskneg sakaskm heni: kohcewe 
34 give haa?awi migwed mek­ bi:n­ cin­
good maika?i nbwakad miyo hi:8e1h­ skuyep­
36 green ?ooma?oma?o zawskuz1d askitako­ ce:ne:te: wrh­
37 hair [of Jauoho ninzis staby 8e?e: leptoy 
headl 
38 hand lima nm] chici cet cewes 
39 head po?o nd1b nkwan kuhu?e moikwohi 
hear lohe nodal] ph;itow­ ni:tone· ko?m­
41 heart ou?uwai de teh te: cekws 
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42 horn kiwi dcskan eskan ni:nis s?ecoh 
43 hot wela azizud k1si· wote? ta?anov­
44 human ? nisna immw ? ?o:I 
45 I au nin niv::i nino: nek 
46 kill pepehi a 
make 
ns1wed mpeh· noh­ Sfll1!1 
47 knee kuli na:,d:,a cikw;:in ce?iteve1 ?,!qi 
48 know ?ike akedan kiskevim­ he:?ino­ kom­
49 leaf lau nibis ni:pi bi:ci:s ka:p' 
50 lie moe aaiw1d p1m1­ se?is­ kmov! 
51 liver ake kun oskun his wrlkun 
52 long Joa anaa kmos­ he:vo:? no?om­
53 louse ?uku ko1is h1kwe tei mohkoh 
54 man kane mm napeo hinen oeark 
55 manv nui nibwa micat ? ten­
56 moon mahina giz1s -pis1m bi:k6us1:s wonewsleg 
57 mountain mauna kus11a::in waci­ h6he? m,kwfl 
58 mouth waha do tun ti: Jul 
59 name inoa nazwm 1ssinika­ ni:sih?i:t hew 
60 neck ?aa?ii kweaan kwavaw sonon oahtun 
61 new hou slu oski­ wono:neili­ ca?anar 
62 night poo dbik­ tlPJSk· tece? nahscewen 
63 nose ihu 1az kut i?is h,p,?n 
64 not ?a?ole aa nam;;, ho:wu:n1 mos 
65 one ?ekaahi bd1a oev::ik ce:sev koh­
66 oath ala miknas mesk::inaw b6o la:vekw 
67 rain [nnl ua Z!Q kimiw::in 0 1s6 ten­
68 red ?ula msku­ mhiko­ be:e orkrv· 
69 root a?a 1ibik oceoik eeici? w,?!oit,k 
70 round poeooe wawve wawive­ ce:tev6:? vrhorh 
71 sand one DEQ::!W yekaw ne:1 ca:! 
72 say ?oolelo kidud ;iyam­ nih1­ nahc­
73 see ?ike wab1d wapam­ nono:ho­ new­
74 seed ?ano?ano mika klstJkan­ eo:xu: ho:lel 
75 sit noho nm;idb1d ::ip­ cen6k­ eek­
76 skin ?iii n:xi?ay ::isakav n6x w,skun 
77 sleep moe nbad mo­ no:kohu­ ckev 
78 small iki bbiwaa ::io1sis­ ces­ cevk­
79 smoke uahi bkwene ohast­ ce:te: mera: 
80 stand ku nanibw1d n:pow­ er:?o:ku: ko:?­
81 star hookuu n::in ecrikus h60o? hoqec 
82 stone poohaku si ::ismni ho?n6:ke­ ha?a:g 
83 sun laa QIZIS -ois1m hi:s1:s kecovn heqo: 
84 swim ?au bo1zud p1matak­ w6uwu­ keoovur 
85 tail huelo zow m1sooy t1hi w,lry 
75PAULINE WELBY, NEAL WHITMAN 
86 that (nt.) keelaa ow owo nuhu? wek 
87 this.(nt.l keeia iw ana htne• wek 
88 tonwe alelo dEnniw tevani i0on hipl 
89 tooth niho ibid Dlt icie mel 
90 tree laa?au mua batik hoho:t · .teoo: 
91 two lua niz ni:su ni:s na?­
92 walk hele waawae SEd 01mbot­ cebis­ heQo. 
93 water wai nb1 moi .. nee! . .. oa?ah 
94 we maakou ninw1 kiyan­ no?. . :riekolt 
9S what aha waawnen kekwan ..hit6u ti?n, . 
96 white ke?oke?o wab wao­ ...n61i.o:k m~c!e­
97 who wai WEDE owena .. ...'hene:? .. ti?now 
98 woman wahine kwe 1skweo hisei wencok•s 
99 vellow melemele zaw osaw­ ni:ho: ti?ni>e1;· 
100 YOU (s2.) ?oe ain kiva nin ke?I 
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